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Ž .Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space and let A: D A ; E ‹ E be
locally Lipschitzian and strongly quasi-accretive. It is proved that a Picard recur-
sion process converges strongly to the unique solution of the equation Ax s f ,
Ž .f g R A , with the convergence being at least as fast as a geometric progression.
Related results deal with the convergence of Picard iterations to the fixed point of
locally Lipschitzian strong hemicontractions T and to the solutions of nonlinear
equations of the forms x q Ax s f and x y l Ax s f , where A is an accretive-type
map. Q 2000 Academic Press
Ž . Ž .Key Words: locally quasi-accretive; Picard iteration; hemicontraction; nonlin-
ear equations; locally Lipschitzian; strong convergence.
1. INTRODUCTION
Several iteration processes have been established for the constructive
Ž .approximation of solutions to several classes of nonlinear operator equa-
tions and several convergence results established using these iterative
Ž w x .processes see, e.g., 1]18 and the references cited therein . The most
classical of these processes seems to be the Picard process. It is a trite fact
that if the Picard process converges then it is generally preferred to other
global methods for the same problem. In fact, the Mann iterative scheme
1 This research was partially supported by Research Grant RGrMATHrAFrAC 97-210
Ž .from the Third World Academy of Sciences TWAS .
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Ž w x. Ž w x.see, e.g., 13 and the Ishikawa scheme see, e.g., 11 were developed
specifically to tackle situations where the Picard iteration process fails or
w xseems to have failed. Thus, the recent result of Chidume 6 that if E is an
arbitrary real normed linear space and A: E ‹ E is strongly quasi-accre-
tive and Lipschitzian, then a Picard-like iteration process converges strongly
to the solution of the equation Ax s f is really interesting.
w xMotivated by the said result 6 , it is our purpose in this paper to prove
Ž .that if E is a real uniformly smooth Banach space and A: D A ; E ‹ E
Ž .is a locally Lipschitz strongly quasi-accretive map with open domain D A ,
then a Picard recursion process converges strongly to the unique solution
Ž .of the equation Ax s f , f g R A , the range of A, with convergence being
at least as fast as a geometric progression.
Let E be a real Banach space and let E* be its dual. For 1 - p - ‘, the
generalized duality mapping J : E ‹ 2 E* is defined byp
² : 5 5 p 5 5 5 5 py1J x [ f * g E* : x , f * s x , f * s x , 4p
² :where ? , ? denotes the generalized duality pairing between E and E*.
It is known that J is single-valued and uniformly continuous on boundedp
sets if E is uniformly smooth. We shall denote the single-valued duality
map by j . For p s 2, the duality map J s J is called the normalizedp 2
duality map.
Ž .Recall that a map A: E ‹ E is said to be accreti¤e if ; x, y g D A
Ž . Ž .’ j x y y g J x y y such thatp p
Ax y Ay , j x y y G 0 1² :Ž . Ž .p
Ž .and is said to be strongly accreti¤e if A y kI is accretive, where k g 0, 1
Ž . is a constant and I denotes the identity operator on E. Let S A s x g
Ž . 4D A : Ax* s f / B denote the solution set of the equation Ax s f. If
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S A / B and 1 holds for all x g D A and y g S A , then A is said
to be quasi-accreti¤e. The notion of strongly quasi-accreti¤e is similarly
Ž .defined. A is said to be m-accreti¤e if the operator I q A is surjective.
Closely related to the class of accretive maps is the class of pseudocontrac-
Ž .tive maps. A map T : E ‹ E is said to be pseudocontracti¤e if ; x, y g D T
Ž . Ž .’ j x y y g J x y y such thatp p
I y T x y I y T y , j x y y G 0. 2² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p
Ž .Observe that T is pseudocontractive if and only if A s I y T is accre-
Ž Ž .tive. The map T is said to be hemicontracti¤e if and only if A s I y T is
.quasi-accretive. Thus, the mapping theory of accretive maps is intimately
tied to the fixed-point theory of pseudocontractions.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Let E be a real normed linear space of dimension dim E G 2. The
modulus of smoothness of E is defined by
5 5 5 5x q y q x y y
5 5 5 5r t [ sup y 1 : x s 1, y s t , t ) 0.Ž .E ½ 52
Ž .If r t ) 0 ;t ) 0 then E is said to be smooth. If there exist a constantE
c ) 0 and a real number 1 - q - ‘ such that
r t F ct qŽ .E
then E is said to be q-uniformly smooth. Typical examples of such spaces
m Ž .are the Lebesgue L , the sequence l , and the Sobole¤ W 1 - p - ‘p pp
spaces. In fact, for 1 - p F 2 these spaces are p-uniformly smooth and for




It is easy to see that every q-uniformly smooth space is uniformly smooth.
Ž w x.If E is a real uniformly smooth Banach space, then see, e.g., 18 the
following geometric inequality holds
C2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5² :x q y F x q 2 y , j x q D max x q y , r y 3Ž . Ž .Ž .E½ 52
for all x, y g E and some real positive constants D and C. If E is
q-uniformly smooth, then the following geometric inequality also holds
5 5 q 5 5 q 5 5 qx q y F x q q y , j x q C y 4² :Ž . Ž .q q
for all x, y g E and some constant C G 1.q
3. MAIN THEOREMS
3.1. Iterati¤e solution of the equation Ax s f
THEOREM 3.1. Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space and let A:
Ž .D A ; E ‹ E be a locally Lipschitzian and strongly quasi-accreti¤e operator
Ž .with open domain D A in E such that the equation Ax s f has a solution
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Ž . Ž . Ž .x* g D A for f g R A arbitrary but fixed. For some fixed l g 0, 1 define
Ž . Ž . Ž .A : D A ‹ E by A x [ x y l Ax y f ; x g D A . Then there exists al l
neighbourhood B of x* such that, starting with an arbitrary x g B, the Picard0
 4sequence x generated byn
x s A x , n G 0, 5Ž .nq1 l n
remains in B and con¤erges strongly to x*, with con¤ergence being at least as
fast as a geometric progression.
Proof. Since A is locally Lipschitzian, there exists r ) 0 such that A is
Ž .  5 5 4 Ž . Ž .Lipschitz on B s B x* [ x g E : x y x* F r : D A . Let m g 0, 1r
and L G 1 denote the strong accretivity and Lipschitz constants of A,
1Ž .respectively. Pick x g B arbitrary and choose a g 0, sufficiently0 2 L
small such that
mr 2r a rLŽ .E
- Ca
4D max L q 1 r ,Ž .½ 52
Ž .and define T : D A ‹ E by Tx [ x y Ax q f. Observe that Ax* s f if
and only if Tx* s x*. Moreover, T is strongly hemicontractive with con-
Ž . Ž . Ž .stant k [ 1 y m g 0, 1 and Lipschitz with constant L# [ L q 1 .
Let
1 k
l [ min a , g 0, 1 .Ž .2½ 52 L q 1 q L q 2 3 y kŽ . Ž . Ž .
1Ž .Observe that 1 y lL G and that lL - 1.2
Claim 1. x g B ;n G 0.n
Suppose the contrary. Then ’n g N such that x g B but x f B.n nq1
From
r
5 5 5 5 5 5x y x* G x y x* y lL x y x* ) 1 y lL r GŽ .n nq1 n 2
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Ž .and the inequality 3 , we have
5 5 2 5 5 2 ² :x y x* F x y x* y 2l Ax y Ax*, j x y x*Ž .nq1 n n n
C
5 5 5 5q D max x y x* q l Ax y Ax* ,n n½ 52
5 5= r l Ax y Ax*Ž .E n
5 5 2 5 5 2F x y x* y 2lm x y x*n n
C r lLrŽ .Eq lD max r 1 q L ,Ž .½ 52 l
lmr 2 lmr 225 5F x y x* y qn 2 4
5 5 2- x y x* ,n
a contradiction. Hence, the claim holds.
We now prove that x “ x*. Observe that the recursion formula xn nq1
s A x becomesl n
x s 1 y l x q lTx , n G 0, 6Ž . Ž .nq1 n n
and that
x* s 1 q l x* q l I y T y kI x* y l 1 y k x*. 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .From 6 we obtain
x s 1 q l x q l I y T y kI x y 1 y k l xŽ . Ž . Ž .n nq1 nq1 n
q 2 y k l2 x y Tx q l Tx y Tx . 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n nq1 n
Ž . Ž .Combining 7 and 8 we get
x y x* s 1 q l x y x*Ž . Ž .n nq1
q l I y T y kI x y I y T y kI x*Ž . Ž .nq1
y 1 y k l x y x* q 2 y k l2 x y TxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
q l Tx y Tx .Ž .nq1 n
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w xAs in 6 , we obtain
1 q 1 y k lŽ .
25 5x y x* F q 2 y k l L q 2Ž . Ž .nq1 1 q l
2 5 5ql L q 1 L q 2 x y x*Ž . Ž . n
22 5 5F 1 y kl q l L q 1 q 3 y k L q 2 x y x*Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5 n
kl
5 5 5 5s 1 y x y x* s d x y x*n nž /2
2 5 5F d x y x*ny1
...
n 5 5F d x y x* “ 0 as n “ ‘,0
1Ž . Ž .where d s 1 y kl g 0, 1 . Hence, x “ x* as n “ ‘. Suppose thatn2
Ž . Ž .there exist y* g D T s D A , y* / x*, and Ty* s y*. Repeating the
above argument with y* instead of x* yields x “ y*. This contradictionn
yields the uniqueness of x* and completes the proof.
Remark 3.1. If E is q-uniformly smooth, we have the following theo-
rem.
THEOREM 3.2. Let E be a real q-uniformly smooth Banach space and let
Ž .A: D A ; E ‹ E be a locally Lipschitzian and strongly quasi-accreti¤e
Ž .operator with open domain D A in E such that the equation Ax s f has a
Ž . Ž .solution x* g D A for f g R A arbitrary but fixed. For some fixed l g
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0, 1 define A : D A ‹ E by A x [ x y l Ax y f ; x g D A . Thenl l
there exists a neighbourhood B of x* such that, starting with an arbi-
 4 Ž .trary x g B, the Picard sequence x generated by 5 remains in B and con-0 n
¤erges strongly to x*, with con¤ergence being at least as fast as a geometric
progression.
Proof. Since A is locally Lipschitz, there is an r ) 0 such that A is
Ž . Ž . Ž .Lipschitz on B s B x* ; D A . Let k g 0, 1 and L G 1 denote ther
strong accretivity and Lipschitz constants of A, respectively. For arbitrary
x g B, choose
Ž .1r qy1k
l s g 0, 1Ž .qž /L Cq
 4 Ž .since C G 1, L G 1. Generate the sequence x as in 5 .q n
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Claim 2. x g B ;n G 0.n
Ž .Suppose that x g B for some n G 0. Then, using the inequality 4 , wen
have
qq5 5x y x* s x y x* y l Ax y Ax*Ž .nq1 n n
5 5 qF x y x* y ql Ax y Ax*, j x y x*² :Ž .n n p n
q 5 5 qq l C Ax y Ax*q n
qq qy1 5 5F 1 y qk y L C l l x y x*Ž .q n
Ž .1r qy1k q5 5s 1 y q y 1 k x y x*Ž . nqž /L Cq
F r q .
Hence, since x g B by our choice, it follows by induction that x g B0 n
;n G 0. Set
1rqŽ .1r qy1k
v s 1 y q y 1 kŽ . qž /L Cq
Ž .and observe that v g 0, 1 since
LC1r qq
k - ;1 - q - ‘.Ž .qy1 rqž /q y 1Ž .
5 5 n 5 5Hence, x y x* F v x y x* so that x “ x* as n “ ‘, completingn 0 n
the proof.
Remark 3.2. In the special setting of Hilbert spaces, we have the
following result which follows readily from Theorem 3.2 on setting q s 2,
C s 1.q
Ž .COROLLARY 3.3. Let H be a real Hilbert space and let A: D A ; H ‹ H
be a locally Lipchitz and strongly quasi-accreti¤e operator with open domain
Ž . Ž . Ž .D A ; H such that Ax s f has a solution x* g D A for f g R A . Set
y2 Ž .l [ kL , where k g 0, 1 and L G 1 are the strong accreti¤ity and Lips-
 4chitz constants of A, respecti¤ely. Generate the sequence x by x s A x ,n nq1 l n
Ž . Ž . Ž .where A : D A ‹ E is defined by A x [ x y l Ax y f ; x g D A . Thenl l
there exists a neighbourhood B of x* such that, starting with an arbitrary
 4x g B, the Picard sequence x remains in B and con¤erges strongly to x*.0 n
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3.2. Iterati¤e Solution of the Equation x q Ax s f
Ž .If A is locally Lipschitzian with constant L ) 0 and quasi-accretive,
Žthen the operator G s I q A is locally Lipschitzian with constant L# s
.L q 1 and strongly quasi-accretive. Hence, we have the following corol-
lary to Theorem 3.1.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let A be a locally Lipschitzian and quasi-accreti¤e
Ž .operator with open domain D A in E such that the equation x q Ax s f has
Ž .  4a solution x* g D A . Let the sequence x be generated by x s A x ,n nq1 l n
Ž . Ž . Ž .where A : D A ‹ E is defined by A x [ x y l x q Ax y f ; x g D A .l l
Then there exists a neighbourhood B of x* such that, starting with an arbitrary
 4x g B, the sequence x remains in B and con¤erges strongly to x*.0 n
3.3. Iteration of Fixed Points of Strong Hemicontractions
COROLLARY 3.5. Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space and let
Ž .T : D T ; E ‹ E be a locally Lipschitzian and strongly hemicontracti¤e
Ž . Ž .mapping with open domain D T in E and a fixed point x* g D T . For
Ž . Ž . Ž .some fixed l g 0, 1 define T : D T ‹ E by T x [ x y l I y T x ; x gl l
Ž .D T . Then there exists a neighbourhood B of x* such that, starting with an
 4arbitrary x g B, the Picard sequence x generated by0 n
x s T x , n G 0, 9Ž .nq1 l n
remains in B and con¤erges strongly to x*, with con¤ergence being at least as
fast as a geometric progression.
Ž .Proof. Observe that A s I y T is strongly quasi-accretive and locally
Lipschitzian. Thus, the corollary follows easily from Theorem 3.1.
Ž .Remark 3.3. i While convergence rates in theorems similar to our
Ž y1r2 .theorems are of the order O n , the convergence rate in all our
theorems is at least as fast as a geometric progression.
Ž .ii Our theorems easily extend to the case where A is locally
strongly quasiaccretive and locally Lipschitzian. In such a case, it is clear
that there exists r ) 0 such that A is strongly quasi-accretive and Lips-
Ž .chitzian in B x* .r
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